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WORLD HISTORY TEACHING IN ASIA
To what degree are American schools teaching a global view of the world?
Teaching world history has often been called mission impossible. In 1959,
World History texts in most schools were digests of Western cultures with 400+
pages on ancient, medieval, and modern Europe followed by 10 pages on
America, 9 pages on Asia and 6 pages on Africa. Eventually, world cultures
replaced world history and in some schools became a two year program, one year
of western cultures and one of non-western. While this was an improvement over
past practice, it may not be the way to study the world in this age of globalization.
A new book, WORLD HISTORY TEACHING IN ASIA - A Comparitive
Study, examines the world history curriculum of various Asian countries,
showing how the world is portrayed in books and classrooms in each nation. In
this age of globalization, Euro-centered world history, once the pattern in
colonial areas, is out of date in most Asian schools. China, Japan and South
Korea emphasize global history, focusing on interactions of various nations
around the world. However, many Chinese schools list world history as an
elective which many students avoid as too much information to remember for
tests. Critics of Chinese global history. once asked, “ Where’s Mao?”
The Phillipine Republic retains much of the old colonial view of European
superiority. Indonesia has a self-centered view of the world reflected in its
textbooks.
The federal government of India promotes a global vision of world history
while some states retain a vestige of the old Euro-centric version of the world.
Asian countries are attempting with some success to adopt a global outlook
in world history, but like most educational endeavors at change they are
encountering some resistance. The independence movements in Asia have
certainly been behind much of the movement to implant a global outlook in the
teaching of world history. World trade has also been a factor but most attempts at
globalizing world history programs have focused on contributions of various
cultures around the globe. No one nation, race, religion, or political power is
central. Well worth reading.
WORLD HISTORY TEACHING IN ASIA
M. Shingo
Fwd: P. Mannin,g Univ. Pgh.
2019 Berkshire Publishing Group
$49.95
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Soldiers & Sailors Hall!
Soldiers & Sailors Memorial Hall & Museum houses a vast collection of
primary and secondary documents and military artifacts. It is their mission to
promote the use of these educational items and create an understanding for all
groups who visit the museum. They provide a rich learning experience for all
people by exploring the deeds and sacrifices of ordinary citizens during
extraordinary circumstances.

How We Argue: A Workshop for Social Studies Teachers
How do we discuss controversial topics? Often, it seems, we rely upon
superficial research of the facts, intimidation, or appeals to emotion. In this
workshop, we introduce argument mapping: a simple, powerful, research-backed
method for applying logical rigor to writing and classroom discussions.
Visualizing the structure of arguments makes students more precise, confident
thinkers across disciplines. Learn more and register.

Reviving Small, Appalachian Towns with Local Assets
Walking down the streets of Greensboro, Pennsylvania, it feels a bit like a
ghost town. There are houses, business signs, a post office, but only two cars drive
by in 10 minutes and no one is walking the streets....But now, some artists are
trying to stimulate the local economy using what they know best: creativity. They
are all part of the Greensboro Art Cooperative — a non-profit art collective.

Blast off to Pittsburgh’s destination for celebrating Apollo
11’s 50th anniversary.
Counting down to the golden anniversary of NASA’s one giant leap?
Carnegie Science Center has your #SummerofSpace covered with fun for the
whole galaxy.

CWB Summer Seminars are Underway!
This summer 135 educators, students and adults will travel and learn with CWB!

Our Greece seminar has begun and our educators are in Athens! They will
continue on to Mycenae, Volos, Meteora, Ioannina, Thessaloniki, Larissa, and
Delphi before returning home. Shortly thereafter, our Poland Personally and
Germany Close Up seminars will follow in July and August.
Make sure to follow our Facebook page and Blog for daily updates (and
great pics) of the seminar experience!
Interested in our 2020 study travel seminars to Israel, Italy, Poland and
Germany? Registration is open here: https://classroomswithoutborders.org/seminars/

Exploring the Vietnam War Era Teacher Institute
Act 48 Program Monday, July 22, 2019 - Wednesday, July 24, 2019 • 9:00 am - 3:30 pm
Heinz History Center
Register

Join History Center educators, curators, and local experts for workshops
and educational sessions designed to connect local educators with the museum’s
exhibits. All workshops include a classroom resource guide with lesson plans and
a boxed meal. Pre-registration is required and space can be reserved online.
For more information, please contact the School and Teacher Programs
Coordinator at 412-454-6314 or reservations@heinzhistorycenter.org.
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How to move beyond cookie-cutter history lessons
Teachers can make history lessons relevant to elementary- and
middle-school students by using primary sources, online resources and
encouraging students to think about the various perspectives of those
involved in historic events, writes elementary-school teacher Margaret
Shafer. History lessons also can be integrated into reading assignments and
creative projects to enhance learning, Shafer notes. (6/3)
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Educators can use different methods to delve deeper into lessons on
historical conflicts as they mark the 75th anniversary of the World War II
D-Day invasion of Normandy, France, today and the centennial of the
signing of the Treaty of Versailles on June 28. High-school teacher Ellen
Resnek adds personal narratives to help students connect with the lessons
and middle-school teacher Christian Scott incorporates artifacts into his
instruction.

Leo West
11533 Clematis Blvd.
Pittsburgh, PA 15235-3105

Should teachers take lessons outside?
Students -- and teachers -- benefit from just one or two hours a
week of lessons conducted outdoors, according to three researchers from
Swansea University in Wales. In this commentary, they share what they
have learned in their research into the issue including while they say
teaching outside in nature is an "underused" practice, there is evidence of
increased use of outdoor learning.

Commentary: Reframing learning space approaches
Designing school spaces that facilitate the best learning experiences for
students should take precedence over fads, writes Robert Dillon, director of
innovation for the Affton School District in Missouri. In this blog post, he offers
a few tips, including establishing learning-space goals and engaging students in
the process.
SmartBrief/Education (6/4)

How dancing can engage students in coding lessons,
other areas
Edutopia online (6/6)

Many students love to dance. How can teachers leverage this passion to
motivate students and help them learn? Research shows learning through
structured movement can be a fun and educational practice.
\

The best way to predict the future is to invent it.
Alan Kay, computer scientist
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Geography card game gets students excited about maps
A card game developed by a lawyer is being by some schools with
third- through eighth-grade students to help them use maps, identify states and
their capitals and other facts including when states entered the union.
GeoPlunge inventor, Alan Fishel, is introducing a similar game on focused on
history and historical figures.
Forbes (6/8)

Math applied to current events can help it stick
Students who learn to interpret news stories through the lens of
mathematics often end up engaging more deeply in both math and current
events, writes high-school math teacher Forrest Hinton. "Math debates" in
Hinton's classroom enable students to look for the real-world consequences of
policy decisions, such as tax rates with math mindsets.
Edutopia online

Why language is important to global citizenship
The need to know languages in addition to English is only expected to
grow as the world becomes more globally interdependent, writes Nicholas
Dirks, a former chancellor and professor at the University of California
Berkeley. In this commentary, Dirks explains why US schools and colleges
need to invest in language instruction to help students become global citizens.
U.S. News & World Report (6/4)

Experts debate graduation-rate trends
A report on national high-school graduation rates, "Building a Grad
Nation," counters the argument that rising graduation rates are inflated. The
report includes an index designed to show whether increased graduation rates
are supported by improved achievement, but graduation-rate skeptics call this
index flawed. Education Week (tiered subscription model) (6/11)

Opinion: New schools can benefit communities
Building new schools can create jobs and opportunities in a community,
The Brookings Institution fellow Andre Perry writes in this commentary.
Incorporating work agreements can maximize these opportunities, Perry adds.
The Hechinger Report (6/11)

A Popular Social Studies Curriculum Got an Internal
Review. The Findings Weren't Pretty
Studies Weekly's lessons had hundreds of examples of errors and racial
bias, including activities calling indigenous people "troublemakers" and asking
students to take the perspectives of slaveholders. Read more.

See Where Teachers Got Pay Raises This Year
More than a year after teachers across the country began walking out of
their classrooms en masse to demand higher salaries, at least 15 states have
given their teachers a raise.
Read more.
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Don't Be a Robot! Manage Your Classroom with the Four Cs
The technology revolution provides a unique opportunity to rethink not only
what we teach but how we teach it. Unlike traditional workforce development, teaching
through the lens of the "Four Cs" -- critical thinking, communication, collaboration, and
creativity -- helps teachers keep students up to date in an evolving world.

Dugout canoe found in Maine to teach history
A dugout canoe discovered last fall buried on a Maine beach has been recovered
by conservationists and archaeologists who will study its history, work to restore it and
use it as a history teaching tool in local programs for children. Carbon tests show the
canoe, made from the trunk of a birch tree, dates to 1280 to 1380 A.D.
SeacoastOnline (Portsmouth, N.H.) (tiered subscription model) (6/6)

How language can affect college applications
The academic jargon and language used by colleges and universities on websites
and other communication tools can be too complex and can put up unnecessary barriers
to applicants, says former professor Deborah Bosley, who now owns and operates The
Plain Language Group. She and other experts recommend colleges use simple language
to describe admissions processes, financial aid and other student-centered information.
The Hechinger Report (6/14)

Apprenticeship programs praised by DeVos
US Education Secretary Betsy DeVos this week touted the success of publicprivate apprenticeship partnerships during a visit to a Texas construction-training
program. The Trump administration has been promoting policies that support more
vocational training and apprenticeship programs as alternative paths to the workforce.
Houston Public Media (6/5)

Career-Conscious High Schools Set Students Up for Success
The phrase "college and career" has been used so often that it's easy to lose sight
of its meaning. But the more students see the coherence between school and future
careers, the more engaged they will be. One Boston high school explains how they
connect the work of students with the work of the real world through community
partnerships and STEM initiatives.

Pa. school improves behavior through neuroscience
An alternative school in Pennsylvania has improved students' behavior by
adopting a
neuroscience-based approach. In this interview, the school's principal,
Jessica Milton, and executive director, Ron Hall, share how the approach helps them
teach, manage behavior and address challenges they face.
Education
Dive (6/18)

Feed the soul, starve the ego. Adam Goldstein,
DJ known as DJ AM
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Students design TED-Ed lessons in social studies
Having students develop TED-Ed lessons -- or short videos that introduce a
topic -- can gives them more choice and foster creativity, writes high-school teacher
Megan Revello. In this commentary, she describes how she integrated the interactive
lesson into her social studies elective course, Issues in Global Development.
KQED-TV/FM (San Francisco)

Teaching 9/11 to today's students
Massachusetts eighth-grade social studies teacher Jamie Pirog encourages her
students to interview their parents to learn more about the terrorist attacks that
occurred on Sept. 11, 2001. Pirog also teaches about Islamophobia and the policy
changes that happened after the attacks, and she takes her students to New York City
to visit the Sept. 11 memorial.

WWLP-TV (Springfield, Mass.) (6/19)

How the Census could affect education equity
The US Supreme Court's decision expected this week on whether to allow a
citizenship question on the upcoming Census could have implications for education
equity, writes Tarika Barrett, chief operating officer at Girls Who Code. In this
commentary, she writes how the move could be a setback for efforts to close the
gender gap in the tech sector and build a more diverse workforce. EdSurge (6/23)

How 3 States Are Digging In on Civics Education
As growing numbers of states jump on the civics-learning bandwagon, a
coalition of 90 national groups warns that some strategies are better than others.
Here's a look at three states working toward a comprehensive approach to the topic.
Read more. Citizen Z: An Education Week Project

Life stories make historical figures more human
Teachers can make their history lessons more effective and engaging by
humanizing historical figures with biographical stories about their lives before fame,
writes Chicago-area eighth-grade history teacher Lauren Brown. In this blog post,
Brown shares her interest in President Theodore Roosevelt and his family and
suggests resources and strategies for teaching students about the real lives, childhoods,
experiences and flaws of famous and not-as-famous figures of history.

Since when do we have to agree with people to defend them
from injustice? -Lillian Hellman, playwright (20 Jun
1905-1984)
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Free Family Fun
in downtown Washington
Find the complete schedule
At whiskeyrebellion festival.com
Classrooms Without Borders initiatives
In commemoration of the Tree of Life shooting, Classrooms Without Borders
encourages educators to propose lesson plans aimed to help teachers tackle issues of
racism, hate, and antisemitism in classrooms; teach their students about the shooting;
and help them act to prevent more violence. First, Second and Third place awards will
be granted for both middle and high school lesson plans. Learn more at https://
classroomswithoutborders.org/events/show.php?230.
Classrooms Without Borders is organizing a conference on Antisemitism, Hate,
and Social Responsibility that will take place on Sunday and Monday, November 10-11
at Rodef Shalom synagogue in Pittsburgh. Renowned scholars will give lectures, and
leading anti-hate organizations will offer breakout sessions. The conference is geared
toward educators, academia, and clergy members, and is open to students and members
of the community as well.
If anyone has any questions about either of these initiatives, they can contact me
at daniel@classroomswithoutborders.org or 216-408-2304.
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Hands on History
Day Camp
Bradford House Museum
August 5 – 9 9:00 – 12:00
Experience 18

th

century living

through activities, crafts, games, food, music,
lessons, and clothing.
Meet David & Elizabeth Bradford and other
historic persons.
For boys & girls who have completed grades 3,
4 or 5. $100 per child
Register online at www.bradfordhouse.org

